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3/10! Open game then close game = all achievements.. This game is no quiz, its an random clicking game. Questions are in no
relation to the answer-possibilities. Developer should use an search engine, to obtain the knowlegde, he is requesting( and
acceppt the correct answers). Positive point in this is, starting the game is enough getting the achivement to perfect game. This
games are only for achivements usefull, there is no quality, no more value. got 6 games for 1.20, thats the maximum worth of it.
It is easy 5k achievements but the game is not worth it. If you are going to buy this, buy it for the achievements NOT THE
GAMEPLAY.. Dont waste your money on this game unless you bought the Steam Winter sale right now for $2.73, besides that
this isnt worth the price. The 5k acheivements isnt bad but the gameplay is boring, I bought this and the other 48 games for
$2.73 and for that price not to bad but I would never spend more than 10 cents on this game.. Hahaha this game is so hard! Or
maybe I am just stupid :( This is a well made game with questions (for me at least) that arnt stupidly easy. If you enjoy trivia
games, puzzles or question based gameshows this is 100% for you!! good game guys 8/10 p.s please allow us to lower the
volume in a settings menu :). 10/10 didn't know i was so stupid before i played this. 3/10! Open game then close game = all
achievements.
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UPDATE 8-16 : SALE ENDS SOON - NEW DISCOUNTS - Check the discounts section PUBLISHER PAGE - Follow for
upcoming games and sales info. New Game! : Quite a few new discounts running you can find them on our publisher page or via
the Get Some bundle page listed below.. Now Available : Quixzel Rush Pumpkin Bash Out Now NEW DISCOUNTS - Check
the discounts section PUBLISHER PAGE - Follow for upcoming games and sales info. Happy Holidays : Happy Holidays
Everyone! Hope everyone had a great 2018. With 2019 right around the corner its the perfect time to follow our publisher page.
It's looking to be an exciting year and by following our publisher page you can stay updated on all the new cool things going on..
UPDATE 8-14 : NOW ON SALE - NEW DISCOUNTS - Check the discounts section PUBLISHER PAGE - Follow for
upcoming games and sales info. New Content Update : The great guys over at Crankies Smartworks have been banging and
clanging on Crankie and released a new free content update for all Crankies Workshop games! They have tripled the content in
each of the games expanding each of the games from 10 to 30 levels. Thank you to the community for your support and enjoy
the new free content.. New Games, DLC, And Discounts : Great new games and now new DLC are rolling out over the coming
weeks. Here are some of the great new games available. New Discounts: New DLC: New Games: You can find a list of new
DLC on the publisher page linked below. These DLC are high resolution wall papers with fantastic art and new splendid
soundtracks.. UPDATE 8-17 : NOW ON SALE - NEW RELEASE - NEW DISCOUNTS - Check the discounts section
PUBLISHER PAGE - Follow for upcoming games and sales info. Holidays Are Here! : We're Running Great Discounts Now
Through The Winter Sale!. New Games, DLC, Discounts : Great new games and now new DLC are rolling out over the coming
weeks. Here are some of the great new games available. You can find a list of new DLC on the publisher page linked below.
These DLC are high resolution wall papers with fantastic art and new splendid soundtracks.
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